Learning at
home

READING TO RELAX!
School can be stressful for many students. Teaching your children to understand stress, its
impact on the brain and how to calm a stressed brain can ensure the brain is ready to learn
and the home is a place for learning and relaxation.

STRESS IN THE BRAIN
Our brain has a predictable biological reaction to stress. Teaching your children to interrupt a
cycle that leads to panic or anxiety can help them take control of this reaction and keep the front
of their brain engaged and ready to learn. Try the activities below to improve your children’s
understanding of stress and build the ability to regulate their emotions and calm an anxious or
angry brain.

KNOW

View the video your school shared with this month’s activities or visit
www.epinstitute.com and click on the parent tab to access a video
Learn the stress cycle on the hand model that explains how stress is processed in the brain.
Watch the video with your child and practice the hand model.
in the brain

SEE

Visualize the cycle in
your brain

CALM

Have your child name and draw each character in the stress cycle:

the thalamus (data manager); the amygdala (security monitor)
and the prefrontal cortex (CEO). Discuss the personalities and
characteristics of each of these “people” in your child’s brain and
how they tend to react to stress.

Create a calming corner for your children and teach them the various
techniques they can use to calm their brain when they are anxious.
Create a self-advocacy grid that identifies how they know they are
Use techniques to
calm a stressed brain stressed, what they can do to calm down and what you should or
should not do when they are stressed.
When your children are stressed, talk to them about the “people”
in their brain and what they are doing. This can prevent them from
Address the brain and negative self-talk. They are not making bad choices: their security
teach it new ways to monitor is making bad choices. This separation reduces shame related
to emotional regulation issues.
cope with stress

TALK

READ

Learn from others by
reading about how
they reduce anger or
stress

One of the benefits of reading is vicarious experience. We can learn
from others’ experiences, so we do not have to experience everything
ourselves. Every story has a climax where the main character has to
make decisions. Talk to your children about the emotions the main
character experiences and how they impact the plot and outcomes of
the story. Relate the actions of the main character to the hand model.
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KNOW. Learn the stress cycle in the brain
THE HAND MODEL

The story of your brain and stress
Imagine your fist is your brain. The wrist and palm are like the deep
parts of our brain that regulate our vital body processes and keep us
alive. The thumb is the internal part of our brain where emotions are
processed. The fingers represent the prefrontal cortex where thinking,
decision making and emotional regulation happen.
These parts of our brain work systematically to take in sensory
information from our environment, determine the level of threat and
respond appropriately. When we have an anxious brain, the system
breaks down and we make emotional decisions before our brain can
process the threat level and use logic to generate an appropriate
response.

How a brain is supposed to handle stress
Thalamus, your brain’s data manager,
writes up a report that summarizes all
the information your brain is taking
in from the environment and sends it
to your CEO and security monitor, so
they can decide what to do.

Amygdala, your brain’s security
The prefrontal cortex, your brain’s
monitor, gets the report before your
CEO, gets the report and decides on
In you
a calm brain, the emotional response you should
CEOThe
andprefrontal
decides whether or not
arecortex
in danger
towait for that have. She uses logic and reason
and or
theif you can waitwe
conversation.
In to make a good choice and sends
have
the
CEO
think
through
a
good
amygdala have a
a
stressed
brain,
response.
instructions to all areas in your brain.
conversation to
amygdala
makes
determine risk
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KNOW. Learn the stress cycle in the brain
THE HAND MODEL

Thalamus, your data manager, texts his report to the security monitor and sends it in snail mail to the CEO.
Because we don’t always have time to think things through if we are in immediate danger, our data manager
wants our security monitor to have the information immediately, so he can react quickly to get us out of
immediate danger. Sometimes people have a very scared security monitor. Every report scares him and he
overreacts and pushes the fire alarm, which tells the body to release stress hormones and start the fight versus
flight response that is designed to keep us safe. Learning to manage our emotions means we need to help our
security monitor accurately identify when we are in danger and when we are not.
Parents can help children teach their security monitor to stay calm except in the most dangerous situations.
If you have a child who has a hyperactive security
monitor, the smallest triggers can set off a stress
response. Once that stress response is started, the body
shuts down the thinking portions of the brain where the
executive functions live and sends all the energy to the
parts of our brain that help our body fight or run. A brain
in this state is not ready to learn. By the time the CEO
gets the report, it may be too late to use reason or logic
to calm the security monitor. The key role of parents
is to try to slow down the security monitor so the CEO
and security monitor can have a conversation about the
actual threat level and make a more informed decision.

By teaching your children to calm their security monitors,
you can help them stop the stress reaction and learn to wait
for the front of the brain where logic and reasoning happen.
By teaching your children to see the security monitor as
a separate entity, we enable them to talk directly to their
monitor and teach him to relax and wait for the rest of the
brain to process the contents of the report. This ensures the
parts of the brain using logic and reason are accessible and
activated during decision making and emotional regulation.

The prefrontal
cortex and the
amygdala have a
conversation to
determine risk
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SEE. Visualize the stress cycle in your brain
DATA MANAGER: THALAMUS

Meet my DATA MANAGER: ___________________________________
My data manager takes in
all the information from my
environment and writes up a
report for my brain, so I know
what is happening. From this
report, other parts of my brain
decide how I should feel about
the situation and what I should
do.
Words that describe my data
manager’s personality:

Thalamus writes
up a report of
what is happening
based on sensory
information

The prefrontal
cortex and the
amygdala have a
conversation to
determine risk

In a calm brain,
we wait for that
conversation. In
a stressed brain,
amygdala makes
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SEE. Visualize the stress cycle in your brain
SECURITY MONITOR: AMYGDALA

Meet my SECURITY MONITOR: ________________________________
___

My security monitor gets a
report from my data manager.
My monitor can stay calm and
wait to talk to my CEO about
the best way to respond. If
my monitor feels like we are
in danger, they can hit the fire
alarm and my body will feel
stress and prepare to fight or
run away from the danger.
Words that describe my
security monitor’s personality:

The prefrontal
cortex and the
amygdala have a
conversation to
determine risk

In a calm brain,
we wait for that
conversation. In
a stressed brain,
amygdala makes
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SEE. Visualize the stress cycle in your brain
CEO: PRE-FRONTAL CORTEX

Meet my CEO: ___________________________________
The CEO is like the president
of my brain. When she gets a
report from my data manager,
she uses logic and reason to
figure out how to feel and what
to do. She recalls other times
that were similar, what we did
and how the situation turned
out. She is smart, in control,
and can think about lots of
ways to react to situations.
Words that describe my CEO’s
personality:
The prefrontal
cortex and the
amygdala have a
conversation to
determine risk

In a calm brain,
we wait for that
conversation. In
a stressed brain,
amygdala makes
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CALM. Use techniques to calm a stressed brain

FIVE WAYS TO CALM A
STRESSED BRAIN

1

DRINK A GLASS OF WATER.

2

LOOK UP.

3

BUILD A CALMING CORNER.

4
5

Water metabolizes cortisol, the stress chemical our body produces when our security
monitor senses danger and hits the fire alarm. Water will metabolize, or break down, this
chemical so our brain can return to a thinking state. When our bodies are full of cortisol, we
are in a fight or flight mode and our logic center is not activated.

The position of our eyes can help us identify which portion of our brain we are using and we
can activate certain parts of our brain with our eyes. When we look up, we are activating the
pre-frontal cortex, our CEO. This is why we sometimes tend to look up when we are thinking.
When our eyes are pointed down, we are activating the limbic system where emotions
happen. This is why we look down when we are ashamed or sad. If we are looking straight,
we are activating our senses and taking in the environment.
Work with your children to build a space in their room where they can calm down. Fill
it with objects, scents and pictures that your children find funny, happy or calming. Put
some pictures on the ceiling as well to encourage your children to look up while they are in
the calming space. Consider adding fidgets, a weighted blanket or a diffuser with calming
lavender scents.

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN TO BREATHE.

Deep breathing can relax the body and reduce the stress response. To teach your children
to breathe correctly, have them take a couple deep breaths and see if their shoulders rise
and fall. If they do, demonstrate how that type of breathing done quickly looks like sobbing
or hyperventilating. Then have them lie on the floor and place a book on their stomach.
Measure the height of the book and have them see if they can raise the book one inch, two
inches or more by breathing deeply. When they need to breathe deeply, they can put their
hands on their stomach and remember how it felt when they were lifting the book.

DESIGN A NAME IT, OWN IT, CONTROL IT PLAN.

We all need support to help us when we are feeling emotionally out of control. Follow the
steps to create a self-advocacy plan that clearly identifies how your children experiences
stress, what they can do to calm their brains and bodies, what you can do to support them
and what you should not do because it will make the stress worse.
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NAME IT. OWN IT. CONTROL IT.

DIRECTIONS: Have your children describe their stages of stress. Ask them three questions: What does your
body feel like when you are stressed? What does your body look like to others? What does your brain tell
you? Have them consider these questions when they are first feeling stressed and when it has escalated to
where they do not feel in control. Draw pictures or words that will record their responses in the stages of
stress column. Next complete the other columns using what you know about the hand model and the five
ways to calm a stressed brain. Again, use pictures or use words your children can recognize and post the
chart in their calming corner, so they can access it when they are in the moment.
STAGES OF STRESS

What I can do to calm
myself down

What others can do to
help me calm down

What others should NOT
do because it will only
make my stress worse

How I feel a little stress
and start to worry

How I feel a lot of stress
and lose control
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TALKING TO YOUR BRAIN

Process the stress reaction with your children
When the brain is not regulated (meaning the security monitor pulled the fire alarm) it is
not ready to think or reason. Often we make things worse by trying to process an event or
emotional reaction before the brain is calm.
Once the brain is calm, however, it is important that we process the way children’s brains
perceived and dealt with stress. Try using the questions below to help your children
What
[insert name
forand
the data
in the report
aboutresponse
what is next time.
process •how
theydidhandled
stress
howmanager]
they canput
choose
a different
happening today?
Discussing the stress by analyzing the children’s “people” in the brain can reduce their
• Why do you think [insert name for the security monitor] is feeling threatened or
shame or embarrassment
and lead to a productive conversation about how their brain
scared?
handled•theDid
situation
time
and
they
can dotonext
to change
the
pattern.
you give this
[insert
name
forwhat
the CEO]
a chance
readtime
the report
and talk
with

1
2
3
4
5
6

[insert name for the security monitor] about what is happening?
• Can we have [insert name for the CEO] and [insert name of the security monitor]
Whattalk
dida [insert
the data
manager]
put in the
report
about
what
bit aboutname
times for
something
similar
has happened,
whether
or not
it was
trulyis
scary and
what you did to stay safe?
happening
today?
Can we talk a bit about how we can calm [insert name for the security monitor] until
Why
doname
you think
name
for the
security
monitor] is feeling threatened or
[insert
for the[insert
CEO] has
a chance
to read
the report?

scared?

Did your brain give [insert name for the CEO] a chance to read the report and talk
with [insert name for the security monitor] about what is happening?
Can we have [insert name for the CEO] and [insert name of the security monitor] talk
a bit about times something similar has happened, whether or not it was truly scary
and what you did to stay safe?
Can we talk a bit about how we can calm [insert name for the security monitor] until
[insert name for the CEO] has a chance to read the report next time? Do we need to
add anything to your Name it. Own it. Control it. plan?
Let’s talk to [insert name for the data manager] and [insert name for the security
monitor]. What would you like to tell them to do differently next time?
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